
December 
December 16

Christmas Carols in Lions Park
ARDLETHAN Contact John Sloan 
Tel 02 6959 9394

December 16
Peel Street Cottage Fair and Growers

Market TAMWORTH Contact F. Burbury
Tel 02 67851204

December 29 - January 5 
A Midsummer Night's Dream a

HotHouse Theatre co-production with the
Flying Fruit Fly Circus at the Ampitheatre,
Gateway Island, WODONGA.  Albury
Wodonga's first ever Shakespeare in the
park … with a difference.  
Tel 02 6021 7433

December 30 - January 6
Grease - The Mega Musical Under the

big top at JJ Kelly Park, WOLLONGONG,
Book in person at Wollongong Entertainment
Centre or at IPAC Ticketek 1300 130 300
Website www.greaseontour.com.au

November 2001

SHANE SUMMERTON and I have been a creative team for about five
years.  Shane is one of those Slim Shady/Clark Kent types, working a
day job in the Bathurst Public Library wearing specs and tweed
jackets, but at night conjuring diabolical oddities and Frankensteinian
fantasies with ink and brush. I studied print journalism at Mitchell
College but renounced the make-believe world of journalism for the
hard and gritty reality of kids’ fiction. Although a career in writing has
meant abandoning my childhood dreams of wealth and respectability,
I now get to sleep late, dress scruffy, and gnaw on the skulls of my
enemies. It’s a trade-off I’ve learnt to live with. 

The Far Flung Fables concept is no Einstein gig, but it still took us

a while to refine it. It is a web-site of short stories written by

students around the Central West, each piece illustrated by Shane

according to its author’s specifications.  

I’d done workshops in schools for years, and seen plenty of talent

in the region, but the pitfalls of one-off workshops were obvious.

What kid alive can be bothered writing a story that goes nowhere? 

Sure, they might read it in class, and Mum and Dad can coo over

it, but where’s the power? Kids today want power. They want

world domination. And we promised to give it to them.  Of course

we lied. But kids today expect that. And they knew that

technically, once their work was posted on the world wide web,

their story was able to be read in Namibia and Nova Scotia and the

outer reaches of the New Hebrides. They know it won’t be, but

liked the fact it could be. 

We pitched our idea at the schools, and many bit. I would conduct

three creative writing workshops for each group - get the ideas

going, mentor the writing and editing, and present the finished

product on disc. Shane would take the stories, disfigure them with

his brand of visual weirdery, and post them on our website. 

The schools were enamoured with the web-based publishing,

which is now pretty ho-hum with kids, though they dug the idea

of having a professional illustrator to boss around. The three-visit

thing was the real rabbit punch — the kids thought it would be a

right royal bludge, but found themselves enthused and productive

beyond their highest expectations. 

The work we unearthed deserved to be published, but it is

financially impossible to do that on paper. Here the web's utility is

unsurpassed - it is cheap, it can be accessed in every school and

public library, and it can bring a piece of work to life through

imaginative lay-out and illustrations.  Of course, that is the end

product, and represents a lot of miles and many hours work. 

Just like life, much of the FFF project was mired in treachery and

deception. No sooner had we received Regional Arts Fund money

to get the concept up, than Shane revealed he had no intention of

hitting the road to nursemaid me through the lonely miles of

outback road. But behind my back he'd ramped up his technology

so that all his creative input could come from the comfort of his

own home. He was the brains behind the project — building the

website, layout and illustration — and I was the baboon. And if I

wanted bananas I had to drive for them. 

I complain now, but it was great fun. Kids of Years 5 and 6 have

great ideas and unbounding enthusiasm once they realise their

stuff is appreciated.  I had some classes handing me two and three

stories, work they’d generated on their own initiative.  Kids of this

calibre are dangerous. Some of them are already writing better

stuff than me, and they’re only twelve. In five years I’ll be washing

their car, and they’ll be swanning it on Oprah, the latest literary

sensation. 

I feel like I helped unearth some real talent as I covered the

Central West, scoping for stories and scooping up roadkill. No

students were permanently harmed in the project, although nose-

twigging, Chinese burns and some of the lesser tortures did prove

invaluable aids to the creative process. Kids need that kind of

encouragement sometimes. It’s a zen thing. 

All I need is bananas. 

Illustration by Shane Summerton 

Far flung fables ... but please just the facts
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